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Message From Your President Mike Brockman
May 2020
Hi All,

05/30&31

Wow……… this coronavirus
nightmare is still happening! When
will it all stop?? Not soon
enough! Hopefully the experts will
soon decide that things can start
swinging back to normal and then
we will be able to resume Training
Days and Hunt Tests, but till then
PVHRC Regular Hunt Test
we need to be patient. Likely the
Premium Cancelled
first thing to relax for myself is
PVHRC Training Day (See
eventually I will start inviting others
Page 6)
to a weeknight training event but it will likely come with some
MRHRC Regular Hunt Test restrictions...TBD.

06/06

PVHRC Training Day

Litter Announcement
Trading Post

05/02&03
05/09

06/20&2

06/27&28

7

8&9

Premium Cancelled

With all that “badness”, our training properties at Dr. Powell’s place in Kersey
and The East Pond and Mary’s Place are all still open and available for you to
Hidden Pines Regular Hunt
go training as long as you don’t gather a crowd and keep your distance from one
Test Will Decide in a few
another. There is risk also to handling shared equipment and dog bumpers and
days, May push it back
ducks I presume, so BE CAREFULL. A wasted spring and possibly summer is
SVHRC Regular Hunt Test
not nearly as serious as a wasted life.
Premium

07/11

PVHRC Training Day TBD

07/18&19

WCHRC Regular Hunt Test
Premium

08/02

PVHRC Training Day

08/08&09

PVHRC Regular Hunt Test
Premium (Not Posted)

Go to PVHRC.com/Calendar for
detailed dates
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Flatlander Seminar (August 1 & 2): As you have seen in the Newsletter,
Willie Ratliff is organizing a training seminar led by Chris Jobman and
the other Flatlander Kennel crew. Chris has hosted this training event in
the past and I have heard nothing but great reviews about it. I strongly
encourage you to attend (I will be). The details will be elsewhere in the
newsletter, but one major detail is the date is the first weekend of August
(8/1&2).
Fall Hunt Test (August 8 & 9): We are making preparations for the
upcoming Fall Hunt Test. We have the judges and the venue identified.
The venue will be new to us and will be held at the “Double Barrel
Hunting Lodge” near Snyder, CO (not far from Indian Meadows). I
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strongly encourage you to not only enter, but we
need your active participation in the form of help.
There are many tasks needing volunteers still and
as an all-volunteer organization, that means
you! :) We still need a Bird Steward, Gun Captain,
Trailer hauler (pull the trailer from Heldt’s place in
Windsor to the hunt test venue and back). We need
a lot of grunt help on Friday (8/7) as well Saturday
and Sunday. We will need a bunch of Stake
Marshals for all stakes, all weekend. Please don’t
wait for others to volunteer, step up now. Contact
Joe Olson (joeolson@yahoo.com) or myself for
questions.
There really isn’t anything else to report on. I wish you
all the safest and most boring survival of this
pandemic. I heard a guy whining that he didn’t know a
single person that was sick (implying this was being
overblown) …. OK, would you rather have friends that
were sick and dying? Not me!!
Thanks, see you soon hopefully. If you have any
questions, please let me know.
Mike and Mojo
brockman0730@gmail.com
303-589-6655
PVHRC MEETING MINUTES

April Board Meeting Cancelled
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MHGRC will be hosting another Mitch White Seminar this summer:
July 24 – 26, 2020
Skills and Drills
Hosted by The Mile Hi Golden Retriever Club at The Dorband Property,
Berthoud, CO
A solid foundation of basic retrieving skills is essential for the future success of
you and your dog. Mitch will help you to develop a program for you and your
dog to build a strong foundation for your dog. Then he will show you how to
build on that foundation with the skills and drills needed to take you through
Senior and on to Master.
This workshop will start with a review of all the basics. Essential for new dogs
and handlers, as well as a great review for those further along, the basics review
will help you get started or help you identify areas of weakness in your dog’s
foundation training. Mitch will then spend an entire day on drills. Drills are
great for dogs of all levels and the drills presented will cover all levels, basic –
transition – advanced. The workshop will end by covering the advanced skills
needed to succeed in at the master level.
Premium: Hold down Ctrl key and click on the below link
https://gamekprs.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/
SkillsandDrillsWorkshopJuly2020.pdf
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PVHRC SPONSORS
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Training at Tom’s property

Left to right HRCHs Lily, Flora, Ming and Whiskey
Far Background Setting up a winger: Tom Waskosky
Middleground: Harry Christiansen
Taking Photo: Myles Edwards
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PVHRC Training Days
May 9th - Tom Waskosky’s Place
Contact Info: tangeemei@myedl.com
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Litter Announcement

Black litter sired by Chris Jobman's chocolate male, GRHRCH Westlake's
Straight From The Barrel MH (1 MNH pass) out of a daughter of FC AFC
Land Ahoy "Pirate". Due approximately May 6. Contact Marcie Talon at
justamer@hotmail.com for more information.
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Trading Post
Contact: Tom Waskosky
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Trading Post
At Stud
HRCH Louis of Loveland MH
Louis is a well-mannered, trainable, and responsive dog with a lot of drive. I chose Louis
as a puppy not only because of an outstanding pedigree but because both of his parents
were steady and quiet at the line. That was important to me and their marking and handling ability was also exceptional. These traits were passed down to Louis and if paired
with the right female, will be passed down to your pups as well. Louis is steady at the
line, quiet, and is a pinpoint marker. He loves to run blinds and handles literally precisely. Louis achieved his Hunting Retriever Champion title with a 100% pass rate. He also
went six for six in Master and received his Master Hunter title in 2019. He passed the
2019 Fall Grand and is planning on running the 2020 Spring Grand. Louis is an outstanding waterfowl and upland dog in the field. If you are interested and feel your female
and Louis would pair well, let’s talk. Mike Schwan 970-203-5396. mjschwan@msn.com

